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1) This is my #Qanon thread for May 14, 2018.
#Qanon posts can be found here: qanon.pub
Q Drops for iOs: bit.ly/Q-drops
Q Alerts for Android:
Q Alerts: QAnon Drop Notifications, Research +++ - Apps on Google Play
Q Alerts notifies you when Q Anon makes new drops on 8chan. It also allows you to search, browse and
research QAnon posts. As a Q follower, Patriot and software dev by trade, throughout the day I fo…
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

My theme: All For a LARP?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DdLn5w9UwAAikv1.jpg

2) This morning's drops by #Qanon don't provide information about ongoing operations against the bad
guys. We're going to look at another proof of Q's legitimacy (or just another coincidence, depending on
your perspective.)
We'll also look at the attempts to discredit Q.
3) This morning, #Qanon posted a sample of links to articles that have attempted to discredit him.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DdLwFdAVQAE7Gwo.jpg

4) Link
#Qanon
The Storm Is the New Pizzagate — Only Worse
4chan’s favorite new conspiracy, The Storm, featuring the ever-mysterious QAnon makes Pizzagate look
tame in comparison.
http://nymag.com/selectall/2017/12/qanon-4chan-the-storm-conspiracy-explained.html

http://nymag.com/selectall/2017/12/qanon-4chan-the-storm-conspiracy-explained.html
5) Link #2
#Qanon
[Easy Chair] | The Wizard of Q, by Walter Kirn | Harper's Magazine
In 2006, when the internet was younger and seemed to hold untapped artistic possibilities, I was asked to
write a serial novel for Slate. The subject of the “book” was up to me, so I chose themes tha…
https://harpers.org/archive/2018/06/the-wizard-of-q/

https://harpers.org/archive/2018/06/the-wizard-of-q/

6) Link
#Qanon
Opinion | The Conspiracy Theory That Says Trump Is a Genius
QAnon reveals unspoken anxieties about this presidency.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/06/opinion/qanon-trump-conspiracy-theory.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/06/opinion/qanon-trump-conspiracy-theory.html
7) Link
#Qanon
The conspiracy theory that says Trump is a genius
QAnon is a conspiracy theory in which the good guys — in this case, Trump and his allies — are in charge.
It seems designed to cope with the cognitive...
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/the-conspiracy-theory-that-says-trump-is-a-genius/

https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/the-conspiracy-theory-that-says-trump-is-a-genius/
8) Link
#Qanon
This conspiracy theory says that Donald Trump is a genius
Last week Roseanne Barr — who, with the hit reboot of her show, has become one of the most prominent
Donald Trump supporters in the country — tweeted that the president has freed hundreds of children…
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/conspiracy-theory-donald-trump-genius-hilary…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/conspiracy-theory-donald-trumpgenius-hilary-clinton-roseanne-barr-barack-obama-george-soros-america-a8293806.html
9) Link #6
#Qanon
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/2018/04/06/the_conspiracy_theory_that_says_trump_is_a_genius
_439119.html
10) Link
#Qanon
People think Trump is a ‘secret genius’ who’s pretending to collude with Russia
Eighties comedian Roseanne Barr Tweeted something really weird last week - about how President Trump
had freed hundreds of children from sexual bondage. Barr - a Trump supporter - is...
http://metro.co.uk/2018/04/09/people-claiming-trump-secret-genius-pretending-collude-russians-7452136/

http://metro.co.uk/2018/04/09/people-claiming-trump-secret-genius-pretending-collude-russians7452136/
11) Link
#Qanon
Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2018/03/31/the-conspiracy-theory-behind-a-curious-rosean…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2018/03/31/the-conspiracy-theory-behind-acurious-roseanne-barr-tweet-explained/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.0a5319532879
12) Link

#Qanon
How "the storm" became the biggest fake news story of 2018 | Analysis
Alex Jones's InfoWars has recently ramped up its coverage of the fake phenomenon referred to as #Qanon
and #TheStorm.
http://www.newsweek.com/how-storm-biggest-fake-news-story-796725

http://www.newsweek.com/how-storm-biggest-fake-news-story-796725
13) Link
#Qanon

https://www.youtube.com/embed/kSAxcQ5VL5c
14) Link
#Qanon
Roseanne tweets support of Trump conspiracy theory, confuses Twitter
Actress Roseanne Barr threw Twitter off the rails late Friday after she tweeted her support of a right-wing
conspiracy theory.
https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/31/politics/roseanne-barr-conspiracy-tweets/index.html

https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/31/politics/roseanne-barr-conspiracy-tweets/index.html
15) Link
#Qanon
Roseanne Barr promotes an unhinged pro-Trump conspiracy theory on Twitter
As her new show premieres, Barr is using her increased platform to highlight the "QAnon" conspiracy.
https://thinkprogress.org/rosanne-barr-promotes-pro-trump-conspiracy-theory-d52a65887183/

https://thinkprogress.org/rosanne-barr-promotes-pro-trump-conspiracy-theory-d52a65887183/
16) Link
#Qanon
Roseanne Barr is tweeting support for a conspiracy theory that Trump is saving America fro…
“President Trump has freed so many children held in bondage to pimps all over this world," tweeted the
actor, whose show returned to huge ratings this week.
http://www.newsweek.com/roseanne-barr-tweets-about-right-wing-qanon-conspiracy-theory-867983

http://www.newsweek.com/roseanne-barr-tweets-about-right-wing-qanon-conspiracy-theory-867983
17) Link
#Qanon
Let Us Break Down The Bizarre Right-Wing Conspiracy Theory Roseanne Barr Has Tweeted …
Barr's claim on Friday that "Trump has freed so many children" from sex trafficking rings sounds very similar
to the "QAnon" conspiracy theory she's previously tweeted about.
https://www.buzzfeed.com/juliareinstein/roseanne-qanon-explainer?utm_term=.kkxvYjNeP#.nqg3P8mw7

https://www.buzzfeed.com/juliareinstein/roseanne-qanon-explainer?
utm_term=.kkxvYjNeP#.nqg3P8mw7
18) Link
#Qanon
Roseanne Barr is tweeting about QAnon, a new Pizzagate-style conspiracy theory
The success of ABC’s “Roseanne” reboot has brought new attention to comedian Roseanne Barr’s belief in
the absolutely crazy “QAnon” conspiracy theory. Confusing as it may be, Barr’s tweet — heavy…
https://medium.com/@willsommer/roseanne-barr-is-tweeting-about-qanon-a-new-pizzagate-style-conspiracy-t…

https://medium.com/@willsommer/roseanne-barr-is-tweeting-about-qanon-a-new-pizzagate-styleconspiracy-theory-234526f52e54
19) Link
#Qanon
Roseanne Barr faces backlash over Trump conspiracy theory tweet
http://thehill.com/homenews/media/381123-roseanne-barr-faces-social-media-backlash-over-trump-conspirac…

http://thehill.com/homenews/media/381123-roseanne-barr-faces-social-media-backlash-over-trumpconspiracy-theory-tweet

20) Link
#Qanon
Roseanne: President Trump Has Freed Children From "Pimps All Over This World"
In a series of bizarre new tweets, the actress continued to showcase her support for the president, saying
she gives him the "benefit of the doubt."
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/roseanne-president-trump-has-freed-children-pimps-all-world-10988…

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/roseanne-president-trump-has-freed-children-pimps-allworld-1098812
21) #Qanon wrote:
Coordinated?
All For A LARP?
[ATTACKS WILL ONLY INTENSIFY]
Ask yourself, WHY?
Q
22) #Qanon raised an excellent question:
If he's just a harmless internet LARP of no consequence, why are so many big-name media outlets trying
to discredit him?
What are they concerned about?
23) #Qanon said:
[They] are afraid.
They are losing control of the message.
WWG1WGA!
Q

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DdL1LPGVMAA7Xwm.jpg

24) #Qanon posted a photo taken at Joint Base Andrews the night the President met 3 prisoners who
were returned from North Korea.
He also reposted a previous post from the same day - May 10th.
It happens to be post #74
Note there are 2 fire trucks.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DdL1eQAVQAAA2I3.jpg

25) Here's a closeup of the fire engine on the right. It's unheard of for a fire truck to have the number Q74
on the side. In most cases, the letter would be an "E" for an engine (pumper) or "L" for a ladder truck.
(Check for images on the internet to see if I'm wrong.)
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DdL2SilU0AA9TRa.jpg

26) Some have suggested the Q could signfy "Quint"—a hybrid pumper named because it performs 5
essential functions. As a career firefigter, I've seen hundreds of engines, ladders, brush rigs & medial
transports and I've never seen a piece of apparatus with a Q identifier.
#Qanon
27) Maybe the Q was phoshopped?
This video was recorded the night of the 10th.
#Qanon

https://www.youtube.com/embed/tK6fC5tu8n4
28) Here's the Getty page where the photos from that night are available for viewing or purchase.
#Qanon
https://www.gettyimages.com/event/president-trump-greets-secretary-of-state-pompeo-and-americandetainees-at-joint-base-andrews-775163635#service-member-stands-at-the-door-of-an-aircraftcarrying-us-of-picture-id956798556
29) Why is it relevant?
#QAnon is suggesting that he coordinated his post #74 on May 10th to coincide with the appearance of
the Q74 ladder truck at Joint Base Andrews the same night.
If Q is a LARP, how did he pull that off?
30) More than the numbers, the message of hope that #QAnon posted spoke of the prisoners being freed.
Sure, anyone could have done that. The event was known in advance.
But the LARP narrative fails the test of kindness, compassion and human dignity.
31) If I've learned anything over the past week it's that when you criticize someone publicly, your intent
may be to expose their flaws but many times, you expose your own.
Your fear, your insecurity and your envy are revealed to your followers.
#Qanon
#Qanon
32) I don't personally care if you follow #Qanon.
Q isn't a litmus test for patriotism or MAGA.
I follow many people on Twitter who think Q is a LARP.
But they don't mock Q and his followers.
33) If you don't follow #Qanon, I would suggest refraining from attacking him for your own good.
Q can take anything you can dish out.
But you'll damage your own credibility among your supporters who do follow Q.

34) Still think #Qanon is a LARP?
Click out Eric Trump's tweet and examine the sun closely.
Coincidence?

Eric Trump
@EricTrump

Good morning from @TrumpGolfDC! #PotomacRiver
#WashingtonDC
5,990 11:41 AM - Apr 11, 2018
1,988 people are talking about this

35) On May 20th, Allison Mack was arrested as a participant in the NXIVM sex cult. #Qanon told us she
was naming names in an attempt to get a plea deal.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DdMedWyU0AEer--.jpg

36) The fact that Mack was cooperating with prosecutors was not made public until 4 days later.
How did #Qanon know?
Smallville Actress Allison Mack Is Negotiating a Possible Plea After Sex Trafficking Arrest
Mack, 35, and federal prosecutors disclosed their pending plea negotiations in a joint petition filed Friday
http://people.com/crime/allison-mack-plea-deal-sex-cult-nxivm-arrest/

http://people.com/crime/allison-mack-plea-deal-sex-cult-nxivm-arrest/
37) Ironic isn't it, that those who try to discredit #Qanon claim that the Hollywood sex cult he's been
telling us about is a "far-right conspiracy."
38) What exactly would you call the NXVIM cult?
A conspiracy theory?
Future proves past.
#Qanon

